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Abstract 

Mina meddelanden (English: My Messages) is a secure electronic mail service 
provided by seven Swedish public authorities, which may be used by the 
Swedish population to electronically receive mail from the public sector. The IT 
infrastructure of this mail service is primarily developed and maintained by the 
Swedish Tax Agency. It is built on Web Services and the principles of Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA). This allows external stakeholders to connect to 
the system as subsystems: Senders, Postal Services or Mailbox Operators, each 
designed to either send, mediate or receive mail using Web Services. Used in 
this way, Web Services allow for a loosely coupled system, however, system 
upgrades must be deployed in an orderly fashion so as to prevent breakdowns. 
The main research areas of this literature review, conducted with an iterative 
search process, include versioning of Web Services, SOA strategies, design 
patterns and frameworks. Based on the findings of this research, two theoretical 
approaches are suggested for Mina meddelanden: (i) a gradual change between 
two strictly controlled versions with a unified repository to store relevant Web 
service artifacts and documentations, and (ii) more generally to implement an 
integration platform that includes a service bus to mediate messages to the 
most suitable version. Mina meddelanden is a government project, and there 
are strict IT regulations and directives that must be followed. Therefore, the 
first approach is the most suitable at the time of writing, since there is already 
a working version of the system that follows these rules. Future implementation 
of an integration platform requires further study to ensure legal requirements 
are met. 
 
Keywords 
Swedish Tax Agency, Mina meddelanden, My Messages, Service-Oriented 
Architecture, SOA, versioning, Web Services 
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Sammanfattning 

Mina meddelanden är en säker digital posttjänst som tillhandahålls av sju 
svenska myndigheter och kan användas av den svenska befolkningen för att ta 
emot post elektroniskt från den offentliga sektorn. IT-infrastrukturen av denna 
posttjänst utvecklas och underhålls främst av Skatteverket. Den är byggd på 
webbtjänster och principerna av en tjänsteorienterad arkitektur (SOA). Detta 
gör det möjligt för externa aktörer att ansluta till systemet som delsystemen: 
Avsändare, Förmedlare eller Brevlådeoperatörer som är utformade för att 
antingen skicka, förmedla eller ta emot e-post med hjälp av webbtjänster. 
Webbtjänster gör det möjligt för delsystemen att samarbeta med varandra, men 
uppdateringar utav ett sådant system måste ske på ett metodiskt sätt för att 
förhindra haverier. Det huvudsakliga undersökningsområdet av denna 
litteraturstudie, genomfördes med en iterativ sökprocess, omfattas av 
versionshantering av webbtjänster, SOA strategier, designmallar och ramverk. 
Baserat på litteraturstudien förslås två teoretiska tillvägagångssätt för Mina 
meddelanden: (i) en succesiv förändring mellan två strikta och kontrollerade 
versioner med ett enat förvar för att lagra relevanta webbtjänster artefakter och 
dokumentationer och (ii) en mer generell lösning att implementera en 
integrationsplattform som inkluderar en tjänstebuss för att förmedla 
meddelanden till den mest passande versionen. Mina meddelanden är ett 
statligt projekt och måste därför följa strikta IT direktiv och riktlinjer, så det 
första tillvägagångssättet är den bäst kvalificerad i skrivande stund på grund av 
att det redan finns en fungerande version av systemet som följer dessa regler. 
Framtida implementationer av en integrationsplattform kräver ytterligare 
studier för att säkerställa att juridiska krav är uppnådda.  
 
 
Nyckelord 
Skatteverket, Mina meddelanden, tjänsteorienterad arkitektur, SOA, 
versionshantering, webbtjänster 
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1 Introduction  

This bachelor’s thesis was written in the IT-department of the Swedish Tax 
Agency, Skatteverket, in Visby. A large part of the project Mina meddelanden 
(English: My Messages) is developed in this department. Mina meddelanden 
provides a service which allows for the public and private sectors of Sweden to 
send and receive secure electronic mails. The whole system is based on 
subsystems which use an implementation of Web Services accessed by Simple 
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to communicate with each other.  
 
There are several challenges associated with the development of a system based 
on Web Services. One of them is versioning, which the Swedish Tax Agency 
encountered during the development of Mina meddelanden. The assignment 
given by the Swedish Tax Agency was to research this problem and present the 
findings with recommendations. This chapter presents a general introduction 
to the problem and its background.  

1.1 Background 

There are several factors to consider when developing a secure electronic mail 
service. One important consideration is the technologies required to send 
electronic mail to a large number of recipients with high security and reliability. 
An electronic mail system can be built as a distributed client-server application 
system, managed by different principal actors. A particular type of 
implementation of such a system is to employ Web Services.   
 
Web Services refers to a distributed system consisting of clients and services, 
where the services are reachable within a network, for example, the Web [1]. 
Implementing a system based on Web Services requires the incorporation of a 
number of standards and protocols in order to be successful. The main 
standards used for developing Mina meddelanden are Web Services 
Description Language (WSDL), Extensible Markup Language Schema 
Definition (XSD) and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). 
 
These standards are all based on Extensible Markup Language (XML), which 
enables computer systems to exchange information with high flexibility and 
scalability. This is made possible by the fact that XML is not bound to any 
specific programming language [2], which allows cross-platform integration of 
systems of any size. These standards and technologies are explained in more 
depth in Chapter 2. 
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1.1.1 Background of the Project Mina meddelanden and its Challenges 

Initially, Mina meddelanden was a project managed by the Swedish Tax Agency 
and two other agencies. Since 2014 there have been in total seven Swedish 
government agencies participating in the development of the project Mina 
meddelanden. [3]  
 
In 2012 the Swedish Tax Agency was commissioned by the Swedish government 
to develop a secure electronic mail service. The goal of the project was to 
provide the option to residents and companies in Sweden to receive mails 
electronically rather than via regular post from the public sector. From the 
perspective of the public sector, they should be able to send electronic mail with 
guarantee of delivery of content to the correct recipient [4]. Another 
requirement was to make the service accessible to parties other than the public 
sector, that is, exposed to competition [5]. As detailed below, this is made 
possible by the architecture of the system.  
 
The architecture of Mina meddelanden is based on the design principles of a 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). When communication occurs between 
the subsystems, shown in Figure 1 (next page), there are WSDL and XSD 
artifacts which describes interface specifications that must be followed. These 
interface specification files have two main purposes. The first it is to describe 
all the functionalities and rules of the system that may be used [6]. The second 
purpose is the requirement that subsystems, which interact with each other, 
have matching WSDL and XSD files in order to maintain the contract and 
communication with each other. A change in the interface specifications could 
break the contract between these subsystems. In other words, an interruption 
in communication may occur. 
 
A technical challenge was encountered in Mina meddelanden when an update 
was applied. A minor change in one of the interface specifications was made by 
the Swedish Tax Agency and interruption of the communication occurred with 
one of their stakeholders. The affected stakeholder was not able to 
communicate with the rest of the system and was therefore prevented from 
sending important mails to the private sector. This was a major issue for the 
Swedish Tax Agency, since messages may contain important sensitive 
information and they were commissioned by the government with developing 
a secure mail service.  
 
An outdated (2007) article by IBM described two types of changes in WSDL 
which may break communication [7]. It stated that the removal or renaming of 
an operation is a reason for a breakdown in communication. In order to 
correctly manage versioning of Web Services, changes have to be made in an 
orderly fashion.  
 
Today there are no standards which describe how versioning of Web Services 
may be approached. When implementing Web Services, managing versioning 
is the responsibility of developers. Fortunately, there are several concepts, 
design patterns and strategies which describe how this challenge may be 
approached depending on the architecture of the system.   
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This is a brief description of the Mina meddelanden infrastructure maintained 
by the Swedish Tax Agency, which consists of four subsystems that use Web 
Services to communicate:  
 

- Senders 
- Only operators in the public sector, for example, Swedish 

government agencies, municipalities and county councils, are 
allowed to implement this subsystem in order to send secure 
digital posts.   

- Postal Services 
- The Sender can either use their own implementation of a Postal 

Service or an external one to communicate with the rest of the 
system.    

- Address Directory 
- This is implemented and provided by the Swedish Tax Agency. It 

stores information about all the connected recipients, senders 
and Mailbox Operators within a database.   

- Mailbox Operators 
- These mailboxes may be implemented by an external operator 

and this enables individuals and companies to receive digital post 
from the public sector.  
 

 
Figure 1 - Overview of the system of Mina meddelanden 

 
Figure 1 describes how an entity in the public sector can send a message to a 
specific individual, Person X. The message is sent to an internal or an external 
Postal Service. When the message is received by the Postal Service, it sends a 
request to the Address Directory, to check whether Person X has registered, and 
which Mailbox Operator they have. The Address Directory returns the relevant 
information to the Postal Service, which sends the message to the Mailbox 
Operator where the person is registered. 
 
In summary, only the Postal Services and Mailbox Operators can be 
implemented by external stakeholders from the private sector, while the rest of 
the subsystems are implemented by the public sector. The different kinds of 
services provided by each of these subsystems is discussed in Chapter 2.2. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Before approaching any problems associated with Web Services in the Mina 
meddelanden system, two questions need to be answered:  
 

- What are Web Services? 
- What are the core technologies used for developing a Web service?  
- How does Mina meddelanden apply these technologies to their system? 

 
There are several challenges involved when building a system based on Web 
services with a Service-Oriented Architecture, especially when there are several 
independent parties involved. One challenge is how versioning of the system 
can be implemented. The questions that arose here were:   
 

- What are the main factors that makes versioning of Web Services based 
on SOA challenging? 

- How may the challenge of Web service versioning be approached? 
 
Service-Oriented Architecture often consists of a party which provides and 
maintains the system’s infrastructure, in parallel with connecting external 
stakeholders. In the case of Mina meddelanden, the Swedish Tax Agency is 
responsible for the infrastructure and its maintenance. In the future there is a 
need for them to update their system with as little negative impact as possible 
on the stakeholders, i.e., the Senders, Postal Services and Mailbox Operators. 
These updates may be to change or add additional functionalities. Stakeholders 
are dependent on WSDL and XSD artifacts maintained by the Swedish Tax 
Agency. These artifacts are often static and must therefore be changed in an 
orderly fashion in order to maintain communication. Resources such as time 
and money may also be wasted, if the system was updated inconsistently and 
unsystematically. The problems question formed in this area was: 
 

- How may the findings presented, in this paper, on versioning of Web 
Services be applied to Mina meddelanden? 

1.3 Purpose of the Work 

The central purpose of this paper was to research and suggest different 
approaches to versioning of Web Services based on SOA, and discuss how these 
may be applied to the Swedish Tax Agency’s project Mina meddelanden in order 
to minimize the negative impacts on stakeholders when an update is made.  

1.4 Goal 

The long-term goal of this paper was to provide, for the Swedish Tax Agency, a 
set of foundations for the continued development of Mina meddelanden, 
specifically in relation to Web Services.  
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1.5 Risks, Ethics and Sustainable Development 

When developing a system designed to be reliable and secure, possible risks are 
important to consider. A risk of the service Mina meddelanden is the reaction 
of negatively impacted stakeholders in the event of an update and subsequent 
communication breakdown. Stakeholder confidence is a key factor in a service 
which deals with sensitive data. One way to garner trust is to build a stable 
system which minimizes the risks of sensitive data going awry.  
 
Different technologies have their own security standards, and they must all be 
taken into account when developing a system which integrates across many 
platforms. Strict directives of IT-standards are required when developing a 
reliable and secure service. E-delegationen is a Swedish committee which 
follows government regulations to develop IT-standards used in the public 
sector [8]. The Swedish Tax Agency follows these guidelines strictly. These 
guidelines also take the area of sustainability into consideration. 
 
Sustainable development has been a hot topic recently, especially in 
information technology, where there is constant innovation. Nowadays, many 
other industries are becoming modernized by technology to increase 
sustainability. Mina meddelanden is an example of a technical solution that has 
a positive impact on sustainable development [9]. It provides an optional 
service for individuals and companies to receive sensitive requests, decisions 
and other mail via a secure electronic mail service. This makes it possible for 
the public sector of Sweden to save money by sending electronic mail instead of 
regular posts, but at the same time it also conserves the environment by saving 
paper.  

1.6 Methodology  

The research foundation for this bachelor’s thesis consists entirely of literature 
studies. Academic databases, scholar books and journals are a few of the source 
used to achieve the goal of this paper. A detailed description of methods and 
methodologies used is described in Chapter 3. 

1.7 Delimitations 

Due to the high level of complexity of systems based on Web Services, providing 
code snippets from Service-Oriented Architecture systems was deprioritized. 
Detailed code examples are neither necessary nor particularly relevant to the 
discussion covered in this paper.  
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1.8 Report summary  

Chapter 1 – Introduction 
This chapter gives the reader a general description background, problem 
statement and goals of the degree project. 
 
Chapter 2 – Theoretical Background  
This chapter covers the relevant technical concepts needed for an 
understanding of the discussion surrounding the problem statement. 
 
Chapter 3 – Methodology and Method 
This chapter presents the methodologies and methods used to achieve the goals 
of this paper.  
 
Chapter 4 – The Main Research – Strategies and SOA Patterns 
This chapter presents the information gathered on versioning of Web Services, 
necessary to formulate possible solution to the problem statement.  
 
Chapter 5 – Results and Evaluation 
This chapter presents and evaluates two different theoretical approaches to 
manage versioning of Web Services in relation to Mina meddelanden. 
 
Chapter 6 – Summary 
This chapter summarizes the overall degree project and the problem questions. 
 
Chapter 7 – Conclusion 
This chapter concludes with the final outcome of the degree project and 
presents avenues of further research. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

It is necessary to understand several technical concepts before approaching the 
problems this paper aims to address. This chapter outlines these concepts 
before detailing the system of Mina meddelanden in a more technical fashion. 

2.1 Web Services 

Web service is a widely used term with a range of definitions. This paper is 
based on the definition published by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 
The purpose of the W3C is to develop standards for the World Wide Web, and 
they have thereby designed the standards for SOAP-based Web Services.  

“A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable 
machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface 
described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other 
systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its 
description using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an 
XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards.” [1] 

According to the definition of the W3C, a Web service is essentially a piece of a 
software which allows applications and computers to exchange and use 
information over a network. This is achieved by connecting separate services 
together to perform complex operations, also known as a loosely coupled design 
[10]. The operations and connections are described by the Web Services 
Description Language (WSDL) interface which uses SOAP messages to 
communicate. Both WSDL and SOAP are based on Extensible Markup 
Language (XML). 
 
Web Services offer a simple way for different sources to exchange and share 
data with each other, since communication is based on XML, which is not 
bound to any specific operating systems or programming language [2]. This 
makes the use of Web Services flexible, and the project Mina meddelanden uses 
this technology to communicate internally and with their stakeholders to 
provide a secure electronic mail service that is easy to use. 
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2.1.1 Extensible Markup Language (XML)  

XML is a standard developed in 1996 by a group of companies and 
organizations at the W3C [11]. It is an open standard and a W3C 
Recommendation, so there are guidelines to be followed [12]. The open 
standard is not owned by any specific party, but is instead maintained by its 
community with no commercial purposes. This allows developers to further 
develop extensions after their need based on the W3C Recommendations.  
 
The XML standards provides developers with guidelines and tools to markup 
data in a structured form. This makes it possible for computer programs to 
process such data. However, the developer must define the language and 
structure of the data based on the standard. This is achieved through storing 
data in information containers called elements defined by angle brackets (< >) 
called tags. [12] 

 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<message> 

 <from>Peter</from> 

 <to>Sara</to> 

 <subject>Travel</subject> 

 <content>Hello, where do you want to go?</content> 

</message>   
Code 1 - Example of a simple XML code 

 
As shown in Code 1, the first line represents the version of XML. This line is 
optional, but makes it easier for applications to process the data described in 
the document. The rest of the code is a way to markup data in a self-descriptive 
way based on XML standards. 
 
XML is a framework to present data, similar to an information container. There 
are responsibilities on the developer’s side to implement solutions to make use 
of and transport the data. The standards SOAP, WSDL and XSD are all based 
on this markup language, and are further explained in the following sections, 
as well as how they apply to Mina meddelanden.  
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2.1.2 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 

The specifications of SOAP version 1.1 was first published in April 2000 by 
Microsoft, Developmentor, Userland, IBM and Lotus [13].  This version was 
then submitted to W3C in September 2000 to have its technical solutions 
evaluated by the XML Protocol Working Group. In June 2003, it became the 
SOAP 1.2 Recommendation and was brought forward as “an extensible and 
protocol-independent XML-based messaging framework” [14].  
 
As outlined in Section 2.1, Web Services are based on a loosely coupled design 
which provides high flexibility and scalability. SOAP is a protocol specification 
for exchanging structured information in the implementation of Web Services. 
The SOAP specifications offers the following: 
 

 A standard for the structure of messages based on XML, see Figure 2.  

 A model for services on how to process these messages. 

 A solution for transporting SOAP messages via different network 
protocols based on bindings.  

 A way to connect other information besides XML to SOAP messages.  
 

 
Figure 2 - Structure of a SOAP message [15] 

 
Essentially, SOAP provides several features for enabling Web Services. The 
main aim is to send standardized and structured XML messages via a variety of 
transport protocols, for example, through the HyperText Transport Protocol 
(HTTP). 
 
This technology enables the subsystems in Mina meddelanden to communicate 
with each other. These subsystems communicate by sending SOAP messages, 
which contains the appropriate information for accessing a certain service or 
services.    
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2.1.3 Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 

WSDL was developed in 2000 by IBM and Microsoft [13]. In 2001 it was then 
submitted to the W3C and version 1.1 was subsequently released as a W3C 
standard by the Web Service Description Working Group. WSDL 1.1 is still 
widely used, but the latest version of the standard is 2.0 which was released in 
2007.  
 
A WSDL document is written in XML, but the purpose of this kind of document 
is to describe Web Services. In other words, it describes how and where 
operations can be accessed by software systems. It also describes the data 
structure or type returned.  
 
WSDL has an important role when it comes to accessing Web Services. For 
example, the service consumer may expect a certain sort of data from the service 
producer to be able to process it. If a different data type is returned by the 
service producer, an error may occur. Therefore, it is necessary for both parties 
to have matching WSDL files to maintain the communication with each other 
[16]. The language or documents to describe data structure and types are 
defined by XML Schemas that are included in WSDL.   
 
These files are used by the subsystems of Mina meddelanden to describe where 
and how their services can be found. As previously mentioned, it is important 
that these subsystems have matching WSDL files to maintain the connection 
with each other.  
 

2.1.4 XML Schema Definition (XSD) 

XML Schema Definition is a standard published by the W3C [17], which offers 
a set of specifications to define XML-encoded messages. These specifications 
allow people to develop human-readable rules that machines also can interpret, 
in this case describing the structure of an XML message. Hence to well-defined 
XML Schemas, there are clear descriptions on the data types sent in an XML-
encoded message [18].  
 
XML Schemas may also be used for validation. This process requires an XML 
parser and an XML artifact, for example, an XML-encoded message. The parser 
examines the data values and structure in the XML message to check if it 
matches the description of the XML Schema. If it does not, an error message is 
returned. 
 
XSD files are used by Mina meddelanden to establish rules on the structure and 
data types that are sent and received between the subsystems. Without these 
rules it is difficult to know how to process data or what types to send. Therefore, 
matching XSD files are an important requirement of communication. 
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2.1.5 Web Service Interface Contract 

The Web service interface consists of contracts, terms and conditions based on 
WSDL, XSD and XML-encoded SOAP messages [18]. When the subsystems, for 
example, service producer and service consumer, have come to an agreement 
on the standard and specifications used, they may establish a connection. A 
concrete example on how these technologies are represented in a basic context 
is shown in Figure 3 (next page).  

 
First off, the service producer must publish and deploy these service interfaces 
in order to make them available to the service consumer. The service consumer 
is then able to bind to these WSDL and XSD artifacts. Eventually, the service 
consumer can request a certain operation with an XML-encoded message based 
on the contract. If the request from the service consumer does not match the 
contract provided by the producer, a fault message is returned.  
 
These WSDL and XSD artifacts make up the contract on a technical level. When 
it comes to Web Services on a larger scale with several parties involved, is 
common to create a descriptive documentation of the contract and rules [6]. 
These artifact consist only of name and elements in a certain structure, so an 
additional contract in a human-readable and descriptive documentation 
facilitates the communication between the involved parties.  
 
Communication between the subsystems of Mina meddelanden occurs in this 
fashion. Terms and conditions are formed in order to provide and consume 
services, so these WSDL and XSD artifacts represents a core function of 
communication.  
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Figure 3 - Overview of Web service interface Contract 

(This figure was created with inspiration from the book SOA and Web 
Services Interface Design [18]) 

 
 

2.1.6 Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)  

Service-Oriented Architecture is a design pattern which takes the perspectives 
of business and technology into consideration. With the supported technology, 
SOA enables businesses to be more dynamic and adaptable to changes [18].  An 
architecture approach such as SOA also enables increased interoperability, 
which means an increased ability to exchange data in a loosely coupled 
environment [19].  
 
This architecture does not necessarily need to be applied using Web Services. 
Other technologies may also be used, as long as the service producer and service 
consumer have agreed on a standard. Web Services usually have a clearly set 
out contract of the Web service interface.  
 
Building a system like Mina meddelanden using SOA principles increases 
interoperability and allows for business logic to be taken into consideration. 
Clear business logic covers the process from planning and development to 
deployment of the services, for example, the process of developing a service 
until it is deployed on a website for the end user.  
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2.2 The Project Mina meddelanden from a Technical Perspective 

In order to enhance understanding of this section, it is advisable to first read 
Section 1.1.1, which describes the current technology and architecture used to 
provide a secure digital mail service for the Swedish population. 

2.2.1 Architecture 

The architecture of Mina meddelanden is based on SOA with four subsystems 
that use SOAP messages to communicate with each other. Each subsystem 
consists primarily of WSDL and XSD files to provide the services or operations, 
shown in Figure 4. These artifacts are developed and maintained by the Swedish 
Tax Agency.   
 

 
Figure 4 - More detailed overview of Mina meddelanden's architecture 

 
These service endpoints (Web addresses), shown in Figure 4, offer different 
kinds of operations. A general description is presented below [20]:  
 

- Mail – where the message is created 
- Message – services to manage secure and simple messages. 
- Notifications – services to manage simple messages via SMS or regular 

email 
- Recipient – services to manage accounts in the Address Directory 
- Authority – services to manage access controls which are provided by the 

Address Directory to meet the legal requirements 
- Service – services to deliver the messages to the recipient 
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2.2.2 Web Service Interface Contract 

To provide a secure digital mail service for the Swedish population, Mina 
meddelanden must follow strict regulations. In order to meet these government 
directives, several technical and governance issues must be taken in to 
consideration. Technically, open standards of development and architecture 
must be used to support the service. From a governance point of view, there 
must be regular communications with stakeholders and up-to-date 
documentations. 
 
External parties which request to be connected to the system as Postal Services 
or Mailbox Operators must go through an approval process conducted by the 
Swedish Tax Agency.  A part of the process includes: 
 

 Implement a Postal Service or Mailbox Operator system to match the 
WSDL, XSD and Application Programming Interface (API) 
documentation deployed on the Web. 

 Obtaining an external Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate to access the 
Address Directory to look up registered users. 

 Testing the implementation within the test environment provided by the 
Swedish Tax Agency.  

 
In summary, the Web service interface contract of Mina meddelanden involves 
WSDL and XSD artifacts that are also described in human-readable 
documentation, shown in Figure 5. These artifacts are developed to meet the 
requirements of the law and standards set by the government. 
 

 
Figure 5 - Web service interface contract 
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3 Methodologies and Methods  

This chapter describes the approach taken towards finding the necessary 
sources and information used to write this paper. It begins with the work 
method, which consists of three main phases. The following sections include an 
overview of sources used in the iterative search process and the evaluation 
process. 

3.1 Work Method 

The research which is entirely literature-based, was undertaken in three phases, 
shown in Figure 6. A deeper knowledge had to first be developed to understand 
Web Services and how the Swedish Tax Agency applied them to their project. 
After a stable platform of knowledge was formed, it was time to familiarize 
myself with the challenges encountered when developing Web Services based 
on SOA. The final phase was to form and evaluate theoretical approaches for 
Mina meddelanden which facilitate versioning of its system.  
 

 
Figure 6 - The three main working phases 

 
In parallel with this research process and writing I had meetings with Safi 
Ahlberg, who was my supervisor and an IT-architect at the Swedish Tax Agency. 
These meetings consisted mostly of discussion on the questions I encountered 
while researching this area, but also included feedback on the information 
presented in this paper.  
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3.2 Literature Based Research 

A literature review was conducted to provide the reader with an overview of 
concepts relating to Web Services and SOAP. This was approached by gathering 
material from different sources in an iterative process. The main objective of 
this approach is to provide the reader with up-to-date information required to 
understand the problem statement. 
 
My supervisor at the Swedish Tax Agency recommended a book that they used 
as a reference for developing their system, called Web Service Contract Design 
and Versioning for SOA by Thomas Erl [6]. This book covers the fundamentals 
of the architecture of Web Services and was one of the bases which I worked 
from.  

3.2.1 Sources 

Due to the high flexibility, scalability and complexity of designing Web Services, 
information from different sources was gathered. The primary sources used 
were books that cover the principles of SOA and Web Services. These resources 
were accessed via The Royal Institute of Technology’s library KTHB Primo. 
Secondary sources include scientific databases based on articles and reports. 
Another way to look for information was via regular search engines, such as 
Google, but it was just an approach to get an overview of the area. The material 
was further analyzed and compared in order to provide a paper with high 
credibility.  
 
The sources used in the first phase was books. Information found in these books 
was compared to other sources, such as scientific articles and official websites 
describing the technology to ensure its credibility. A book used for Work Phase 
1 was, for example, Understanding Web Services: XML, WSDL, SOAP and 
UDDI by Eric Newcomer.  
 
Work phase 2 was primarily based on two pieces of literature: Web Service 
Contract Design and Versioning for SOA by Thomas Erl and Service Design  
Patterns: Fundamental Design Solutions for SOAP/WSDL and RESTful Web 
Services by Robert Daigneau. Information found in these books allowed for 
new and further information gathering, because new search terms were formed.  
 
The final work phase, Results and Evaluation, was based on the information 
gathered in the previous phases. Discussions with my supervisor at the Swedish 
Tax Agency was also essential in applying theories to the system of Mina 
meddelanden.   
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3.2.2 Iterative Process 

Information was primarily gathered from books, but was also compared with 
other books, articles, reports, websites and forums to ensure it was credible. 
While gathering information from different sources new search terms were 
formed to undertake further research, in the process illustrated above. It was 
an iteration process based on the search terms with the problem statement in 
mind, shown in Figure 7.  
 

 
Figure 7 - Iterative process to gather information 

 
At first, the search term has to be formed in pursuance of gathering enough 
information to answer a certain problem statement. The next step is to read and 
understand the information found. When the information was interpreted, it 
was then compared with several other sources and evaluated to check the 
credibility of the source. If it did not consist of enough information to back up 
the source, a change of the search term was made in order to continue with the 
process. If it was enough, writing was started.   
 
The search terms were formed centered around the comparison and evaluation 
of the literatures and sources. After the first work phase there were search terms 
found relevant for the next one. An example of these search terms are presented 
in Table 1.  
 

Theoretical Background The Work 
Web Services WSDL & XML versioning 

SOAP, WSDL, XSD SOA design patterns 
W3C SOA repository 

Table 1 - Example of search terms used for conducting this research 
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3.2.3 Evaluation Process 

The methodology described thus far has included learning about the technical 
infrastructure of Mina meddelanden, researching versioning of Web Services 
and considering a number of theoretical approaches to this problem. The next 
stage was to determine the best approach for Mina meddelanden. This involved 
careful analysis of the characteristics and requirements of the project and there 
were a number of important points to consider. 
 
Mina meddelanden is an official government project, which means there is a 
great deal of governance required in development, maintenance and updates. 
The Swedish Tax Agency has also set a number of IT directives which must be 
followed. There are potentially greater resources available, and rapid 
development is of secondary importance compared to providing stability and 
reliability in the system. There are a large number of stakeholders involved, so 
there is inherently little room for flexibility. Along the way there was much 
discussion with my supervisor on these limitations, as well as consideration of 
the advantages and disadvantages of each technical approach.  
 
Each source used in this paper was thoroughly examined in order to ensure its 
credibility, and thus the credibility of this paper. Sources were evaluated with a 
series of questions, which assessed the authors, publishers, purpose, scope and 
currency of the work [21]. These questions were as follows: 
 

- Author and credentials 
- Who created the source? 
- What credentials does the author (or author) have? 

- Publisher 
- Who is the publisher of the source?  
- What kind of reputation does the publisher have? 

- Purpose 
- What kind of audience is the source targeting? 

- Scope 
- How is the source relevant to this paper? 
- Does the information respond and match with other scholarly or 

general sources? 
- Currency 

- When was the source created? 
- Does it correspond to the most up-to-date information?  
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Let us take the book Web Service Contract Design and Versioning for SOA by 
Thomas Erl as an example. The book contains information about the authors, 
which was written by Thomas Erl and eight others. These authors have 
credentials which include Ph.D., engineer, software consultant and research 
architect, and are members of the W3C, and works for companies such as 
Oracle, SAP and IBM within Web Services and SOA. The book is published by 
Prentice Hall, which is one of the leading publisher of academic and reference 
textbooks in the areas of computer science and information technology [22]. 
Purpose may be found in the Foreword, where it is explained that the purpose 
is to minimize the impact of change in an organization built on Web Services 
and SOA, an area relevant to this paper. Although the book is published in 
2008, information is still relevant, for example, corresponds with current 
official W3C specifications.  
 
WSO2 is a company which provides software solutions as described in Section 
4.4, and is an example of a web source referenced in this paper. Sources from 
the Web may be difficult to critically evaluate in terms of credibility, especially 
companies with commercial purposes, but WSO2 provides solutions which are 
free and open source. WSO2 references in this paper pertain to case studies of 
a number of their well-known customers. 
 
In summary, the sources used in this paper were critically evaluated in a 
questionnaire fashion and discussed with my supervisor to ensure their 
credibility and relevance to this degree project.  
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4 The Main Research – Strategies and SOA Patterns 

This chapter presents the main research of this degree paper, which focused on 
versioning of Web Services in Service-Oriented Architecture. Different 
versioning strategies, ways of identifying versions and SOA infrastructure 
patterns are presented. 

4.1 Versioning Strategies 

In his book, Web Service Contract Design and Versioning for SOA, Thomas Erl 
presents three versioning strategies [6]. These strategies are called the strict, 
flexible and loose strategy. They are categorized by three characteristics, which 
compare the level of strictness, how it impacts the governance and the overall 
complexity of deploying each strategy. A definition of the terminologies used 
throughout this section is described below: 
 

- Compatible change – A change to the service contract that does not have 
a negative impact on the current service consumers, i.e., does not break 
the contract. 

- Incompatible change – A change to the service contract that has a 
negative impact on the current service consumers, i.e., breaks the 
contract. 

- Backwards compatibility - A new version of the service contract with 
support for older implementations. 

- Forwards compatibility – A new version of the service contract with 
support for future implementations.    

 
Details on how to, theoretically, implement compatible and incompatible 
changes are not presented in this paper besides a description of the overall 
strategies.  However, a list of several compatible and incompatible changes, 
from the book, are presented in Table 2 below: 
 

Compatible changes Incompatible changes 

adding a new WSDL operation 

definition and associated message 

definitions 

renaming an existing WSDL operation 

definition 

adding a new WSDL port type 

definition and associated operation 

definitions 

removing an existing WSDL operation 

definition 

adding new WSDL binding and service 

definitions 

changing the MEP (Message Exchange 

Pattern) of an existing WSDL operation 

definition 

adding a new XML Schema wildcard to 

a message definition type 

removing an optional or required XML 

Schema element or attribute or wildcard 

from a message definition 

adding a new optional XML Schema 

element or attribute declaration to a 

message definition 

adding a new required XML Schema 

element or attribute declaration to a 

message definition 

Table 2 - Compatible and incompatible changes [6] 
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4.1.1 Strict Strategy 

The strict strategy requires a new service contract when either incompatible or 
compatible changes are made to the contract. These changes often include 
updating the version value in the namespace of, for example, WSDL or XML 
Schema Definition. As a result, the service consumers are forced to adapt to 
these definitions in order to access the new service contract.  
 
Backwards and forwards compatibility are, intentionally, not supported by the 
strict strategy because any changes result in a new service contract. This 
strategy is not very practical, but the developers have full control over the entire 
system, so it may be beneficial within an organization which has to take legal 
matters into consideration on how data is exchanged. The downside with this 
approach is that when any change is made an update of the namespace must 
occur. Therefore, the service consumers are bound to the old service contract 
unless they adapt to the new one.  
 
When using the strict strategy, a common solution is to make several versions 
of services available to the service consumer. In the meantime, it may be 
necessary to allow service consumers, to adapt to the new service contract 
before the older ones becomes inaccessible. The issues associated with this 
strategy are more about communication and governance than of a technical 
nature.  

4.1.2 Flexible Strategy 

The flexible strategy is a more balanced approach because it allows compatible 
changes without forcing the consumer to adapt to the new service contract, 
hence the service consumer may still have access to the changed service 
contract. Common changes include adding a new operation to the WSDL or an 
optional element to the XML Schema.  
 
Forwards compatibility is not supported by this strategy, but backwards 
compatibility is supported since compatible changes do not break the service 
contract. However, incompatible changes will still break the contract and a new 
version of the service contract must be deployed when any of these changes are 
applied. Incompatible change occur when trying to reserve a compatible 
change, i.e., once the compatible change is made it is permanent. A contract 
may therefore become highly complex after several changes, so it is necessary 
to introduce a governance process to evaluate each change and consider how it 
may affect the service consumer. 
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4.1.3 Loose Strategy 

The loose strategy is a technical-based approach of versioning. A service 
contract is implemented in a way that it has support for future conditions on 
implementations. This is achieved with, for example, an attribute provided by 
WSDL 2.0 called anyType which allows any sort of valid XML messages to be 

passed between the service producer and service consumer. XML Schemas 
support a feature called wildcards, which may be used to describe undefined 
data contained in messages. 
 
This strategy supports both backwards and forwards compatibility as long as 
the change does not break the contract, i.e., it is a compatible change. The 
primary difference of the loose strategy is that it allows the exchange of 
unknown data types and content, as opposed to strictly defined data. Although 
this strategy does provide benefits in designing a service contract which may 
support future purposes, it commonly results in weak contracts due to the usage 
of wildcards. There is also the added burden on the underlying services of 
processing unknown data types.  

4.1.4 Summary 

Table 3 displays each of these strategies categorized by strictness, governance 
impact and complexity. 
 

 Strategy 

Strict Flexible Loose 

Strictness high medium low 

Governance high medium high 

Complexity low medium high 
Table 3 - Comparison of the version strategies [6] 

 
Strictness refers to the degree of flexibility provided in service contracts. 
Versioning which utilizes the strict strategy is neither backwards or forwards 
compatible, while the other two strategies offer a certain degree of 
compatibility. The loose strategy is the least strict due to its wildcard feature. 
 
Governance impact compares the administrative burden to manage versioning. 
When utilizing the strict strategy, a new service is required each time a change 
is made, and a governance process is therefore required to communicate with 
the service consumers. Changes made under the loose strategy also require a 
significant degree of governance, due to the undefined nature of requirements. 
 
Complexity compares the strategies from a technical perspective. Complexity is 
high in the loose strategy since there is undefined information provided by the 
XML Schema, and there are no specific rules to follow in processing this data. 
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4.2 Versioning Identifier 

The version identifier is one way for the service producers to communicate to 
service consumers which versions of the implementations are available. WSDL 
and XSD both support version identifiers. These identifiers are often 
formulated based on guidelines set by a party that maintains the infrastructure 
of the system. A common approach is to structure them with two digits (e.g., 
1.2) which indicate major and minor updates. 
 
Major updates occur when incompatible changes are made that would break 
the communication between the service producer and service consumer [6]. In 
most case, these updates would be considered as backwards incompatible with 
the current service consumers.  
 
Minor updates occur when compatible changes are made. Changes of these kind 
are not supposed to affect the current service consumers, i.e., communication 
between the service producer and service consumer is still maintained. These 
updates are considered as backwards compatible for existing service consumers 
[23]. 

4.2.1 WSDL and XSD Version Identifier 

A way to facilitate versioning of WSDL artifacts is to include the major release 
number in the namespace. The minor release number may be ignored because 
compatible changes are supposed to maintain the communication with the 
service consumer. The namespace may be included in the targetNamespace 

of the WSDL artifact [24]. An additional optional tag <documentation> may 
be included to describe the minor release [6]. One of the W3C guidelines 
indicates that the namespace should be sent with each SOAP message [25]. 

 
<definitions name="Message" 

targetNamespace="http://someCompany.org/wsdl/Message-v1"> 

<documentation>Version 1.1</documentation> 

... 

Code 2 - WSDL version identifier #1 

 
<definitions name="Message" 

targetNamespace="http://someCompany.org/wsdl/Message/v1"> 

<documentation>Version 1.1</documentation> 

... 

Code 3 - WSDL version identifier #2 

 
The XML Schema is similar to the WSDL in that the namespace is included, but 
it is also possible to include the minor release number in the schema version 
attribute of the root element [18] [26]. 
 
<schema 

 xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

 targetNamespace="http://someCompany.org/xsd/Message/v1" 

 version="1.0"> 
Code 4 - XML Schema identifier #1 
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4.3 SOA Infrastructure Patterns 

This section presents several different SOA infrastructure patterns which may 
be approached. These patterns are described in the book Service Design 
Patterns: Fundementals Design Solutions for SOAP/WSDL and RESTful Web 
Services by Robert Daigneau, as well as in other sources, which are referenced 
inline.  The final pattern and approach presented in this section is the 
Enterprise Integration Platforms. 

4.3.1 Service Broker 

The service broker usually consists of registry or repository which stores Web 
service related artifacts, for example, WSDL and XSD [26]. This allows the 
service producer to publish their service description to the registry. The service 
consumer may then find the demanded service in the registry. By retrieving the 
service description, the service consumer knows what the expected outputs and 
inputs parameter are, but also where to access the service from the endpoint 
provided. Finally, the consumer interacts or binds with the service producer to 
use a certain service. SOAP messages are used to establish the communication 
between these parties, as shown in Figure 8 below. 
 

 
Figure 8 - A common Service-Oriented Architecture [27] 

 
An example of a widely used service registry, before it shut down, was the 
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) Business Registry. 
The UDDI was mainly maintained by Microsoft, IBM and SAP [28], and acted 
as a public registry where services could be published. The UDDI was shut down 
in 2006 [29], but the project was continued by a group at OASIS until late 2007 
[30]. 
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4.3.2 Enterprise Service Bus  

There is no standard definition of Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), but in general, 
it provides the developer with a software product to facilitate the integration of 
applications [31]. The primary objective of the infrastructure pattern that ESB 
provides is to route and translate messages. It also provides protocol translation 
and transport mapping to facilitate the communication between different 
application environments, for example, .NET and Java [26]. This is made 
possible by the fact that ESB infrastructure often consists of libraries and 
additional frameworks, which allow integration with other software 
environments.  
 
Within high complexity infrastructure, ESB acts as a mediator. Whenever a 
service consumer makes a request for a specific service, it has to pass through 
the bus. The bus will then forward the request to the most suitable service 
producer based on the predefined rules set by the developer. These rules are 
often retrieved and matched from a service registry. The bus enables the service 
provider to make changes with minimal impact on the client, because the 
parties do not communicate directly. 

4.3.3 Enterprise Integration Platforms and Patterns 

Designing an integration platform for an enterprise is a complex task when 
many different technologies and implementations need to communicate with 
each other, as shown in Section 4.5. Although it is a challenge to integrate this 
kind of architecture, several companies have developed frameworks based on 
different standards to deal with this.  
 
Gregor Hohpe is a Chief IT Architect at Allianz SE and is maintaining a Web 
site called Enterprise Integration Patterns [32]. On this site, he shares his own 
experiences building integration platforms for larger clients. He outlines 
several integration platforms, which are presented below:  
 

- Integration tools and platforms 
- IBM WebSphere MQ 
- TIBCO 
- Vitria 
- SeeBeyond 
- WebMethods 
- BizTalk 
- WSO2 
- Oracle Fusion Middleware SOA Suite 

- Messaging systems 
- JMS 
- WCF 
- MSMQ 

- Enterprise Service Buses 
- Sonic 
- Fiorano 
- ServiceMix 
- Mule 
- Apache Synapse 
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4.4 WSO2 Enterprise Service Bus and Governance Registry 

The company WSO2 provides several solutions and frameworks to address 
integration challenges within enterprises [33]. The platforms developed by 
WSO2 are built on open source software and standards. For the purposes of this 
paper, one relevant platform is the WSO2 Enterprise Service Bus with 
embedded WSO2 Governance Registry [34]. This open source platform is well-
documented and highly informative with regards to SOA infrastructure.   

4.4.1 SOA Governance 

Different enterprises may have different approaches to SOA Governance, but 
for enterprises with several stakeholders involved there are higher demands on 
control and process. The documentation of WSO2 Governance Registry 
describes SOA Governance as “a set of processes, responsibilities and tools that 
reinforces good behavior and help avoid bad behaviors” [35]. They present the 
SOA Governance as two parts: design-time and run-time governance.  
 
The design-time governance is a control over the entire development cycle of 
the service. As the name states, it covers the necessary steps required before 
deploying the service. These steps may include gathering information about 
which tools to use, planning the development process, making sure it achieves 
the requirements and so on. The final step is, in most scenarios, to test and 
document the developed service.  
 
The run-time governance is a process which comes into place after the service 
has been deployed. It is designed to monitor the service while it is running and 
being used. Monitoring the service is an optional requirement for providing 
reliable services for service consumers. This includes, for example, logging the 
performance of the services, service consumers who access it and how often a 
certain kind of service is used. In most cases, the run-time governance is an 
automated process. The information and feedback collected from monitoring 
the services may facilitate the development of the next service within the 
enterprise.  

4.4.2 Core Tools to Manage Governance 

The core feature of the WSO2 Enterprise Service Bus is the ability to configure 
rules which determine how requests are mediated. This is achieved by adding a 
proxy service [36]. It also provides different rule-based templates on how to 
mediate messages, for example, a secure proxy where messages have to pass 
certain rules based on the standard Web Services Security (WS-Security). 
 
The WSO2 Governance Registry provides a repository into which WSDL 
artifacts can be imported [37]. The import process includes parsing the WSDL 
and extracting relevant information, such as name, namespaces and endpoints. 
XML Schemas and endpoints taken from the WSDL are stored in two separate 
locations such that they can be managed more easily.  
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4.5 Oracle Fusion Middleware SOA Suite 

An enterprise integration platform may contain a wide range of technologies 
and therefore be highly complex. Oracle SOA Suite is a piece of a software based 
that provides tools for development, deployment and management within SOA 
[38]. Table 4 displays an overview of the capabilities of this platform: 
 

Services 
 
- Virtualization 
- Service level agreements 
- Message routing 
- Message transformation 
- Message encryption 

Processes 
 
- Orchestration 
- Transactional / Compensating 
- BPEL, BPMN 
- Business Rules 
- System integration 

Security 
 
- Message level encryption 
- Field level encryption 
- Basic Auth 
- SAML 
- Fine grained authorization 
- Identity management 

 
Management  
Monitoring 
 
- Unified management 
- Assets & Impact Analysis 
- Reuse and ROI metrics 
- Architectural standards and       
enforcement 
- Reporting & Dashboard 
- Meta-data 

100% Standard 
 
- WS-* 
- REST 
- WSDL 
- XML/XPath/XQuery/XSLT 
- Service Component Architecture 
- UDDI 

Development 
 
- Java 
- SCA Standard assembly 
- BPEL, BPMN 
- HTML/XML/WSDL 
- Unit test 
- Maven/Ant 
- Continuous Integrations 

Deployment 
 
- Service Component 
Architecture (deployment) 
- Applications 
- Servers 

Integration 
 
- JCA Adapters 
- Web Services 
- HTTP/HTML 
- ERP 
- CUSTOM 

Event Oriented 
 
- Complex event recognition 
- Complex event query 
language (CQL) 
- Declarative 
- Streaming 

Table 4 - All capabilities provided by Oracle SOA Suite 12c [39] 
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5 Results and Evaluation 

This chapter describes the proposed approaches for Mina meddelanden, with 
evaluation, in handling versioning of Web Services, based on the literature 
study in Chapter 4.   

5.1 Gradual Change with a Unified Service Repository 

A gradual change approach implies that the service consumer is given a 
reasonable amount of time to adapt to the new version. Generally, in this 
situation incompatible change has been made and a new service contract is 
required. In the case of Mina meddelanden, it is necessary to identify the 
subsystems impacted by a service contract break. A short description of the 
association between subsystems are presented below. 
 

- Senders … 
- … are service consumers 
- … request services from the Postal Services 

- Postal Services … 
- … are service producers and service consumers 
- … provide services for the Senders 
- … request services from the Address Directory and Mailbox   

Operators 
- Mailbox Operators … 

- … are service producers and service consumers 
- … provide services for the Postal Services 
- … request services from the Address Directory 

- Address Directory 
- … is a service producer 
- … provides services for the Postal services and Mailbox 

Operators 
 
A standard version identifier for both WSDL and XSD artifacts, presented in 
Section 4.2, facilitates gradual change.  

 

 
Figure 9 - Gradual change of Mina meddelanden 
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Instead of a unified service repository stores WSDL, XML Schemas and API 
documentation. These are usually stored on the application server in locations 
based on their versions. The proposed structure is shown in Table 5 below: 
 

Log http://myRepo.com/log.docx Text document 
V. 1 http://myRepo.com/v1/wsdl/Message.wsdl WSDL artifact 
V. 1 http://myRepo.com/v1/xsd/Message.xsd XML Schema 
V. 1 http://myRepo.com/v1/doc/Message.pdf API documentation 
V. 2 http://myRepo.com/v2/wsdl/Message.wsdl WSDL artifact 
V. 2 http://myRepo.com/v2/xsd/Message.xsd XML Schema 
V. 2 http://myRepo.com/v2/doc/Message.pdf API documentation 

Table 5 - Unified Service Repository 

 
The text document on the first row keeps track of changes made. API 
documentation exists to describe services and data types in a human-readable 
fashion, and the others are self-explanatory. 

5.1.1 Evaluation of Gradual Change 

The gradual change approach is similar to the strict strategy. It requires high 
governance due to the fact that any change breaks the communication between 
service producer and service consumer. This approach may currently be the 
most fitting one for Mina meddelanden, due to strict government regulation on 
how information is exchanged. This approach may also be combined with a 
unified service repository to facilitate the process of swapping between 
versions. 
 
A unified service repository is suggested because the service artifacts are 
currently on the application server while API documentation on the official 
website (http://www.minameddelanden.se). Navigating to the API 
documentation may be an ambiguous process, so a single place where 
everything is gathered may facilitate governance of the system. The website may 
still display documentations, but it is important to log every change to facilitate 
governance and versioning to ensure transparency for stakeholders. 
 
The gradual change approach has a relatively small demand on resources, such 
as time and money, due to the fact there is already a system deployed with core 
functionalities. Having full control of the system allows the Swedish Tax Agency 
to evaluate and test the stability of the newer version in parallel with the older 
one. When the newer version is considered to be stable, they may then make 
the older service contract inaccessible.  
 
The flexible and loose strategies were also considered, but they do not meet 
requirements to the same degree as the strict strategy. The flexible strategy 
would be the next best fit, due to the fact that compatible changes could be made 
without breaking the communication. The loose strategy would be a poor choice 
since there is a large amount of technical complexity, which would create 
greater overhead in terms of governance and regulation. 
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5.2 Enterprise Integration Platform 

This platform provides many features. The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and 
registry is the most relevant for Mina meddelanden. Another optional feature 
relevant to Mina meddelanden is monitoring of the service, but this is often 
included in an integration platform.  
 
The purpose of ESB is to route the request, based on the SOAP message, to the 
right service. In the run-time, the service consumers may discover the services 
deployed in the Registry, but also keep track of the service life-cycle, that is, 
whether it is development, testing, is deployed or not. It is also possible to store 
API documentation in the registry’s repository.  
 

 
Figure 10 - Mina meddelanden with an integration platform 

5.2.1 Evaluation of Enterprise Integration Platform 

In the infrastructure of Mina meddelanden, the Postal Services subsystem has 
the responsibility of delivering mail with a high level of security. When the 
Postal Service sends a message, it must wait for a response from the Mailbox 
Operator before responsibility for the message passes away, so an Enterprise 
Service Bus may therefore not be a feasible option. In the future, it might be an 
approach to consider, but it further study of the directives and guidelines set by 
the Swedish government is necessary.   
 
Assuming that it could be made to fix the requirements, an implementation of 
an integration platform could be an excellent approach for Mina meddelanden. 
It provides features and automated functionalities, for example, a service bus, 
service registry, the ability to import relevant artifacts and monitor services. 
This may in fact result in lower demand on governance, strictness and resources 
may last longer, but reliability of the software product is something to consider 
when there are several companies who have built such a platform, and therefore 
further study is necessary.  
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6 Summary 

This chapter summarizes the degree project. 

6.1  Overall of the Degree Project 

This paper was written in the IT-department of the Swedish Tax Agency. The 
department maintains the infrastructure of a secure email system called Mina 
meddelanden. The infrastructure of the system is based on a Service-Oriented 
Architecture with four subsystems which use Web Services to communicate in 
a loosely coupled environment. These subsystems are: Senders, Postal Services, 
Mailbox Operators and an Address Directory. External parties may connect to 
the system as a Sender, Postal Service or Mailbox Operator, while the Swedish 
Tax Agency is responsible for the Address Directory.  
 
The main challenge encountered when developing the system of Mina 
meddelanden was handling software versioning.  This created the need for 
research into the area of versioning systems based on Web Services within a 
Service-Oriented Architecture, which was the focus of this paper 
 

6.2 Problem statements 

What are Web Services? 
 
A Web Service consists of computer systems or applications, which exchanges 
information over a network in a loosely-coupled environment.  
 
What are the core technologies used for developing Web Services? 
 
The core standards or technologies used for developing Web Services are 
WSDL, XML Schemas and SOAP. These are all based on the XML standard.  
 
How does Mina meddelanden apply these technologies to their system? 
 
A WSDL artifact represents the service contract and describes Web Services, 
such as where and how the functions may be accessed. These WSDL artifacts 
include XML schemas to represent its terms and conditions and describe the 
data structure and types. This is something subsystems must agree upon to be 
able to send and process data. Messages based on SOAP are then used to 
establish the connection between computer systems. 

 
The mail service system of the Swedish Tax Agency has interface specifications 
that must be followed, represented by Web service interface contracts which 
consist primarily of WSDL and XSD artifacts. These artifacts are maintained by 
the Swedish Tax Agency and must be matched in order to uphold the 
communication between these subsystems. If it is necessary to make an update 
to the service interface contract, it must be done in an orderly fashion, 
otherwise a breakdown in communication may occur with stakeholders.  
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What are the main factors that make versioning of Web Services based on SOA 
challenging? 
 
In most cases, a system based on Web Services is dependent on the Web service 
interface contracts, which are highly rule-based. Changes to the system must be 
made systematically, with the intention of maintain connections. When 
changes which cause a communication breakdown are unavoidable, it is 
necessary to take the approach which best minimizes the negative impacts on 
stakeholders. 
 
How may the challenge of Web service versioning be approached? 
 
This paper presents different approaches to versioning and design patterns. 
The versioning strategies are based on strategies presented in the book Web 
Service Contract Design and Versioning for SOA by Thomas Erl, while 
additional sources were used for describing approaches which involve of 
version identifiers, service brokers, service buses and integration platforms.  
 
Three specific strategies for handling versioning of service contracts are the 
strict, flexible and loose strategies. These are compared based on strictness, 
governance impact and complexity. 
 
WSDL and XML Schemas contain version identifiers, which are based upon 
major and minor release numbers. The major release number represents an 
incompatible change, and the minor release number a compatible change. 
 
A common approach is to use a service broker, which is generally a registry with 
a repository that stores published Web service artifacts, such that the service 
consumer may find them. This approach may allow for easier management of 
artifacts since they are stored in a structured way based on, for example, the 
version, which therefore facilitates versioning. 
 
A service bus act as a mediator between service producers and service 
consumers. The rules on how to mediate messages are set by the developer. 
When the service consumer requests a service, the request will be mediated 
based on its content and be delivered to the most suitable service producer. 
 
An integration platform often includes service buses and a number of other 
features, such as built-in tools for monitoring the services and repositories. 
These integration platforms are software frameworks that use a range of 
different technologies and standards which opens up a wide range of different 
integration options.  
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How may the findings presented, in this paper, on versioning of Web Services 
be applied to Mina meddelanden? 

 
A couple of theoretical approaches were formulated based on the research 
findings. The first is a gradual change approach utilizing the strict strategy, in 
combination with an implementation of a repository where Web service related 
artifacts are stored based on the versions. Finally, an integration platform 
approach was suggested for Mina meddelanden.  
 
When two incompatible versions running in parallel, it may beneficial to 
include a repository, due to the fact that artifacts are stored in a structured way 
based on version numbers. This facilitates governance by communicating with 
the stakeholders on which versions are accessible and for how long. This 
approach is most suitable for the Swedish Tax Agency because of the 
restrictions imposed by the government.  
 
The final approach is to include an integration platform in the system, which 
brings a number of maintenance features. This has a number of useful features, 
which include a service bus to mediate messages, a monitoring service to get 
feedback on the services used and a repository to store and manage artifacts in 
a logical way. At the time of writing, it is an approach that may not suit Mina 
meddelanden, since the Postal Service has the strictly regulated responsibility 
of transporting the message to the Mailbox Operator. The Postal Service must 
receive a response confirming that the message has been delivered before the 
responsibility passes away. The capabilities of an integration platform make it 
an approach worthy of future consideration, but further research is required to 
ensure that it complies with the regulations of the Swedish Tax Agency. 
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7 Conclusions 

The purpose of this paper was to research Web service versioning in Service-
Oriented Architecture, in order to make recommendations for the Swedish 
public sector’s secure mail service Mina meddelanden. Findings indicate two 
theoretical approaches for Mina meddelanden: a gradual change between two 
strict versions with a unified repository, and a more general approach to build 
the infrastructure on top of an integration platform.  
 
A conclusive factor in these recommendations is that the Swedish Tax Agency 
is strictly regulated by laws on IT usage in the public sector, and the currently 
developed system fulfills these legal requirements. This paper proposes gradual 
change between two strictly defined versions, including a transition period to 
allow external stakeholders time to adapt to the update. It is also suggested that 
relevant Web service artifacts and documentation is stored in one place, a 
unified repository, organized so that the version is part of the access structure. 
The final recommendation is a more general solution of implementing an 
integration platform with a service bus. This is not directly applicable at the 
current time, as more research is required in relation to the legal requirements, 
for example, how messages are exchanged between subsystems.  

7.1 Further Research 

This paper proposed several SOA design patterns, but there are still challenges 
associated with implementing these to fit the requirements of Mina 
meddelanden. It may be useful to conduct further research into different SOA 
design patterns. Another area for further research may involve building a small 
demo on how integration platforms could be implemented in Mina 
meddelanden. A discussion and evaluation of how the system could be built to 
comply with government regulation is also necessary.  
 
The Belgian Government's Federal Service Bus Platform is an example of a 
government IT project which is partially powered by an integration platform; 
the Oracle SOA Suite [40]. It may be useful to consider their approach to aid in 
the development of Mina meddelanden.  
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